FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ASPIRE FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF A NEW SUITE OF
ANALYTICS AND FORECASTING TOOLS FOR THE ASPIRE GATEWAYTM PLATFORM, AT
LENDIT USA CONFERENCE.
New York, NY, March 6, 2017– Toronto-based technology company Aspire Financial Technologies
announced today at LendIt USA, the release of a new suite of analytics and forecasting features for
the Aspire GatewayTM platform, adding to its already impressive set of data, analytics, reporting and
risk tools available to Originators, Investors and Banks in the consumer or small-business lending
markets.
The new Virtual Portfolio tool will enable users to create and view multiple “what if” scenarios on
existing or hypothetical loan portfolios, back-test a user-configured portfolio algorithm and create
multiple benchmarks for tracking performance of their own portfolio on a go-forward basis. The new
Forecasting tools enable users to take an existing or Virtual Portfolio, choose a set of performance
curves based on a wide range of potential scenarios, and run these through a cash-flow engine to
derive forecasted portfolio performance and run-off, across any loan from Aspire’s data partners, which
includes Lending Club*, Marlette Funding, Prosper, and Progressa.
“We are excited to be releasing the Virtual Portfolio and Forecasting features on the Aspire Gateway at
this year’s LendIt conference. These tools provide Investors, Originators and Banks involved in
consumer or small business lending, with scalable high-powered data, analytics, reporting and risk
solutions, wrapped in a 21st century cloud-based application”, said Aspire CEO and Co-Founder David
Fry. “The combination of these new tools with our integrated technology that connects lending
participants through a single portal, really sets Aspire apart from others, and provides users with a fully
integrated, holistic solution for accessing, unlocking and empowering lending data on more than 2
million loans (equivalent to $28+ billion in volume) and 30+ million transactions.”
Earlier this year, Aspire released a “Demo Sandbox” environment of the Aspire Gateway to a select
group of banks and hedge funds, allowing them to explore firsthand the unparalleled integrated
analytical capabilities of Gateway. “Thus far we’ve had great feedback from our Demo Sandbox users,
and with this new release, we plan to invite a wider range of prospective Originators, Investors, and
Banks to try out our platform” says David.
For more information about Aspire or to request a free trial of the Aspire Gateway, please visit https://
aspirefintech.com.
About Aspire
Aspire is a Toronto-based financial technology company focused on accessing, unlocking and
empowering lending data through advanced data and technology solutions. Led by Co-Founders
David Fry and Mark Lecker, the Aspire team is comprised of highly skilled and experienced financial
services experts and software engineering talent. Aspire’s inaugural product, the Aspire Gateway
platform, provides high-powered data, analytics, reporting and risk infrastructure to Originators,
Investors and Banks in the lending arena. Aspire aims to significantly reduce costs and increase
efficiency for these user groups using a robust 21st century technology stack. Aspire will be exhibiting
this week at LendIt booth #464.
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